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Original  Amendment 

This form is for disclosing the receipt of travel expenses from private sources for travel taken in connection with official 
duties. This form does not eliminate the need to report privately-funded travel on the annual Financial Disclosure Statements
of those employees required to file them. In accordance with House Rule 25, clause 5, you must complete this formandfile it
withtheClerkof theHousebyemailatgifttravelreports@mail.house.gov,within15daysafter travel is completed. Please 
donot file this form with the Committee on Ethics.

NOTE: Willful or knowing misrepresentations on this form may be subject to criminal prosecution pursuant to 
18 U.S.C. § 1001.

1. Name of Traveler:

2. a.  Name of Accompanying Relative: OR None

b. Relationship to Traveler: Spouse Child Other (specify):

3. a. Dates: Departure: Return:  

b. Dates at Personal Expense, if any: OR None

4. Departure City: Destination: Return City:

5. Sponsor(s), Who Paid for the Trip:

6. Describe Meetings and EventsAttended:

7. Attached to this form are each of the following, signify that each item is attached by checking the corresponding box:

a. acompletedSponsorPost-TravelDisclosureForm;

b. the Primary Trip Sponsor Form completed by the trip sponsor prior to the trip, including all attachments and
the Additional Sponsor Form(s);

c. page 2 of the completed Traveler Form submitted by the employee; and

d. the letter from the Committee on Ethics approving my participation on this trip.

8. a. I represent that I participated in each of the activities reflected in the attached sponsor's agenda. Signify statement 
is true by checking the box.

b. If not, explain:

I certify that the information contained on this form is true, complete, and correct to the best of my knowledge.

Signature of Traveler: Date: 

I authorized this travel in advance. I have determined that all of the expenses listed on the attached Sponsor Post-Travel 
Disclosure Form were necessary and that the travel was in connection with the official duties and would not 
create the appearance that the employee is using public office for private gain.

Name of Supervising Member: Date: 

Signature of Supervising Member:

last updated 7/2023
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travel.requests@mail.house.gov
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June 4, 2024 
 

Mr. Jackson Gross 
Office of the Honorable John James 
1319 Longworth House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 
 
Dear Mr. Gross: 
 
 Pursuant to House Rule 25, clause 5(d)(2), the Committee on Ethics hereby approves 
your proposed trip to Salt Lake City, Utah, scheduled for June 6 to 9, 2024, sponsored by 
Republican Main Street Partnership.     
 

You must complete an Employee Post-Travel Disclosure Form (which your employing 
Member must also sign) and file it, together with a Sponsor Post-Travel Disclosure Form 
completed by the trip sponsor, with the Clerk of the House within 15 days after your return from 
travel.  As part of that filing, you are also required to attach a copy of this letter and both the 
Traveler and Primary Trip Sponsor Forms (including attachments) you previously submitted to 
the Committee in seeking pre-approval for this trip.  If you are required to file an annual 
Financial Disclosure Statement, you must also report all travel expenses totaling more than $480 
from a single source on the “Travel” schedule of your annual Financial Disclosure Statement 
covering this calendar year.  Finally, Travel Regulation § 404(d) also requires you to keep a copy 
of all request forms and supporting information provided to the Committee for three subsequent 
Congresses from the date of travel. 

 
If you have any further questions, please contact the Committee’s Office of Advice and 

Education at extension 5-7103. 
 

Sincerely, 

                  
         Michael Guest            Susan Wild   

                             Chairman                               Ranking Member 
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Michael Guest, Mississippi 
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David P. Joyce, Ohio 
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Deborah K. Ross, North Carolina 

Glenn F. Ivey, Maryland 
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Thomas A. Rust 
Staff Director and Chief Counsel 

 
Keelie Broom 

Counsel to the Chairman 
 

David Arrojo 
Counsel to the Ranking Member 

 
1015 Longworth House Office Building 

Washington, D.C. 20515–6328 
Telephone: (202) 225–7103 
Facsimile: (202) 225–7392 



Schedule

Thursday, June 6th

Evening/late afternoon: attendees arrive

Friday, June 7th

8:00 – 9:30 AM: Breakfast

9:30 AM: Depart for Nammo

10:00 AM: Arrive Nammo

10:15 AM – 12:00 PM: Nammo Site Visit and Working Lunch
(1020 South 500 West, Salt Lake City, UT 84101)

● Attendees will tour Nammo’s ammunition production facilities, followed by a working
lunch featuring presentations from Nammo Representatives

12:00 PM: Depart Nammo, transit to Wells Fargo

12:15 PM – 2:15 PM: Wells Fargo Site Tour
(299 S Main Street, Salt Lake City, UT 84111)

● Staff will receive an economic briefing from bank executives including John Hand (Sr.
VP, Federal Affairs). They will hear specific insights about growing trends in the
economy, and the impact of inflation on consumers and small businesses.

2:15 PM: Depart Wells Fargo

2:30 PM: Arrive BioMercurieux

2:30 – 4:30 PM: Tour of BioMeriuex
(515 Colorow Rd, Salt Lake City, UT 84108)

● Staff will receive a tour of BioMeriuex’s “Research Park” in Salt Lake City. Attendees will
receive a briefing from Elizabeth Brewer (VP, Govt. Affairs) on ongoing developments in
the biopharmaceutical industry including COVID treatments, cancer screening, and
monitoring cardiovascular emergencies.

4:30 PM: Depart BioMercurieux

5:30 – 7:30 PM: Dinner at the home of Congressman John Curtis

7:30 PM: Depart Curtis residence, return to Waldorf Astoria

8:30 PM: Arrive Waldorf Astoria



Saturday, June 8th

9:00 AM – 12:00 PM: Breakfast with Stakeholder Presentations

12:00 PM: Transit to Downtown Park City

12:30 – 3:30 PM: Tour and Site Visits with Park City Government Leaders

● 12:30 - 1:30 PM: Attendees will tour Park City’s new water treatment facilities to learn
about permitting challenges, responses to PFAS exposure, impacts of federal grants,
and more.

● 1:30 - 2:30 PM: Attendees will tour the Park City bus depot, receiving a first-hand look at
Park City’s new all electric buses. Local leaders will briefing our attendees on
improvements to public transportation, the intersection of public transportation with
tourism, and EV reliability.

● 2:30 - 3:30 PM: Attendees will tour the Utah Olympic Park and discuss Utah’s ongoing
Olympic bid, federal assistance with the Olympic bid, and best practices for running
productive, profitable Olympic games.

3:30 – 5:00 PM: Free Time

5:00 – 6:30 PM: Reception at Park City History Museum

Sunday, June 9th

Morning: attendees depart

4) House Staff and Explanation as to Why They Are Invited

Jason Galanes, Chief of Staff to Rep. Mike Turner, is invited to the Republican Main Street
Partnership field tour of Salt Lake City, Utah, due to his crucial role in legislative affairs and his
close association with Representative Turner. His attendance ensures representation of Turner's
interests and perspectives during the tour, which encompasses visits to significant sites such as
the Nammo facility, the Wells Fargo Center, and a BioMeriuex R&D facility, providing
opportunities for networking, collaboration, and gaining insights into various industries and
issues pertinent to their constituents.

Jake Dumas, as Chief of Staff to Rep. Mike Flood, holds a pivotal role in navigating
legislative priorities and fostering key relationships within the Republican Party. His invitation to
the Republican Main Street Partnership field tour of Salt Lake City reflects his influence and
expertise in advancing conservative agendas. Given the tour's itinerary, which includes visits to
significant industrial and research facilities, Dumas's insights and connections could prove
invaluable in shaping policies related to defense, finance, and healthcare innovation.
Additionally, his presence underscores Rep. Flood's commitment to engaging with diverse
sectors and stakeholders in driving economic growth and technological advancement.



Jeff Bishop, Chief of Staff to Rep. Marc Molinaro, is invited to the Republican Main Street
Partnership field tour of Salt Lake City, Utah, due to his expertise in legislative affairs and his
ability to facilitate productive dialogue between policymakers and industry leaders. His presence
ensures that the tour benefits from his insights into key issues affecting the region, including
defense manufacturing, finance, biotechnology, and economic development.

Nikki Wallace, as Chief of Staff to Rep. Mike Simpson, received an invitation to the
Republican Main Street Partnership field tour of Salt Lake City due to her influential role within
the congressman's office and her expertise in navigating legislative affairs. Her presence
ensures a direct link between Rep. Simpson's office and the tour's objectives, fostering
communication and potential collaboration between the congressman's priorities and the tour's
agenda. Additionally, her participation may facilitate networking opportunities and valuable
insights into the various industries and facilities being visited, aligning with the Republican Main
Street Partnership's goal of promoting pragmatic governance and economic development.

Todd Whiteman, as Chief of Staff to Rep. Bill Huizenga, invitation to the Republican Main
Street Partnership field tour of Salt Lake City, Utah, reflects his role as a key figure in advancing
agendas and fostering connections within Congress. Given the tour's focus on visiting crucial
sites such as the Nammo facility, Wells Fargo Center, and BioMeriuex R&D facility, Whiteman's
presence ensures representation and engagement with pertinent industries and stakeholders.

Andrea Grace, as Chief of Staff to Rep. Mike Lawler, likely possesses a keen understanding
of legislative priorities and interests, making her presence valuable on the Republican Main
Street Partnership field tour. Given the diverse range of locations being visited, including a
Nammo facility, the Wells Fargo Center, and a BioMeriuex R&D facility, her insights can
contribute to discussions on economic development, national security, and healthcare research,
aligning with the Republican Main Street Partnership's agenda. Additionally, her participation
ensures effective communication between Rep. Lawler's office and the partnership, fostering
collaboration and exchange of ideas on policy initiatives.

Amanda Bihl, Chief of Staff to Rep. Dan Newhouse, is invited to the Republican Main Street
Partnership field tour of Salt Lake City, Utah, due to her role as a key figure in the
congressman's office. Her participation underscores the importance of engaging with diverse
industries and communities, as the tour includes visits to significant sites such as the Nammo
facility, the Wells Fargo Center, and BioMeriuex R&D facility. This opportunity allows Bihl to gain
valuable insights, foster relationships, and exchange ideas crucial for advancing Rep.
Newhouse's legislative agenda and better serving his constituents.

Joe Ellis, as Chief of Staff to Rep. Max Miller, is invited to the Republican Main Street
Partnership field tour of Salt Lake City, Utah, due to his influential role within the congressman's
office and knowledge of legislative issues. His attendance ensures representation from Rep.
Miller's office and provides an opportunity to network with other leaders and stakeholders during
visits to the Nammo facility, the Wells Fargo Center, and a BioMeriuex R&D facility. Additionally,
Ellis's participation will offer insights into the current economic, technological, and research



landscape, including the diverse industries represented by the tour sites, such as defense,
finance, and biotechnology.

As Chief of Staff to Rep. Julia Letlow, Ted Verrill is invited to the Republican Main Street
Partnership field tour of Salt Lake City due to his influential role within Letlow's team and his
potential to network and build relationships with other Congressional and industry leaders. The
tour's itinerary, featuring visits to diverse sites including a Nammo facility, the Wells Fargo
Center, and a BioMeriuex R&D facility, presents opportunities for Verrill to gain insights into
various industries and policy areas relevant to Letlow's constituency. Additionally, exploring sites
within Park City offers a chance for Verrill to engage with local stakeholders and deepen his
understanding of regional issues impacting Utah and beyond.

Andrew Renteria, as Chief of Staff to Rep. David Valadao, received an invitation to the
Republican Main Street Partnership field tour due to his influential role within the congressman's
office. His presence on the tour not only signifies Rep. Valadao's interest in the issues and
industries being visited, such as defense technology, finance, and biotechnology, but also
provides an opportunity for networking and collaboration with other Congressional leaders and
stakeholders. Additionally, his participation could contribute to fostering relationships with
constituents and industry representatives in Salt Lake City and Park City, potentially benefiting
both Rep. Valadao's district and his broader legislative agenda.

As Chief of Staff to Rep. David Rouzer, Anna McCormack plays a crucial role in shaping
legislative priorities and forging connections within Congress. Given the tour's itinerary, which
includes visits to key industrial, financial, and research facilities, McCormack's presence will
facilitate networking opportunities, foster collaboration, and provide valuable insights for Rep.
Rouzer's policy initiatives and constituency concerns.

Joshua Bradley, as Chief of Staff to Rep. Nathaniel Moran, is invited to the Republican Main
Street Partnership field tour of Salt Lake City because of his influential position and expertise in
legislative affairs. His presence ensures direct communication between Rep. Moran's office and
the tour organizers, facilitating potential collaborations and exchanges of information.
Additionally, Bradley's insights could contribute to discussions on policy matters relevant to the
tour destinations, such as defense technology at the Nammo facility or financial regulations at
the Wells Fargo Center, enhancing the overall value of the experience for participants.

Karen Navarro, as Chief of Staff to Rep. Monica De La Cruz, is invited to the Republican
Main Street Partnership field tour of Salt Lake City, Utah, due to her role in facilitating bipartisan
collaboration and understanding. Her presence signifies a commitment to exploring diverse
perspectives and engaging with industries important to the region's economy, such as defense,
finance, and biotechnology. Through this tour, Navarro can foster relationships and gather
insights, benefiting both her and the constituents of TX-15.

Mark Dreiling, Chief of Staff to Rep. Don Bacon, is invited to the Republican Main Street
Partnership field tour of Salt Lake City, Utah, due to his expertise in legislative affairs. His
presence ensures representation from Rep. Bacon's office and strengthens ties between the



Congressman and industry stakeholders. Additionally, Dreiling's insights will prove valuable
during visits to the Nammo facility, the Wells Fargo Center, the BioMeriuex R&D facility, and
other sites, enhancing the tour's effectiveness and fostering collaboration between public and
private sectors.

Andrew Ross, as Chief of Staff to Rep. Michael McCaul, possesses valuable insights into
legislative priorities and interests that align with the Republican Main Street Partnership's
objectives. His attendance at the field tour of Salt Lake City, Utah, allows for meaningful
engagement and exchange of ideas between congressional staff and representatives from
diverse sectors, including defense, finance, and biotechnology. Ross's presence ensures that
perspectives from Rep. McCaul's office are represented, fostering collaboration and informing
policy decisions that benefit both the district and his broader legislative agenda.

Jackson Gross, as Chief of Staff to Rep. John James, received an invitation to the
Republican Main Street Partnership field tour of Salt Lake City, Utah, due to his influential role
within the Congressman's office and his expertise in policy matters. His attendance could
provide valuable insights and perspectives on key issues relevant to the tour's agenda, including
defense technology (Nammo facility), financial services (Wells Fargo Center), biomedical
research (BioMeriuex R&D facility), and economic development (Park City).

Rachel Wagley, Chief of Staff to Rep. Blake Moore, is invited to the Republican Main Street
Partnership field tour of Salt Lake City, Utah, due to her influential role in Representative
Moore's office and knowledge of Utah-specific issues. Her presence ensures that the
Congressman's interests and perspectives are represented during the tour, fostering
collaboration and engagement with important stakeholders. Additionally, as a key figure in the
congressman's team, Wagley's participation enhances the tour's effectiveness in showcasing
the diverse economic and innovation landscape of Salt Lake City and its surrounding areas to
Republican Main Street Partnership members.

Jared Powell, Chief of Staff to Rep. Cathy McMorris Rodgers, has been invited to the
Republican Main Street Partnership field tour of Salt Lake City, Utah, due to his expertise on
relevant legislative issues. His presence ensures representation from Rep. McMorris-Rodgers'
office and facilitates networking opportunities with key stakeholders from diverse sectors such
as defense (Nammo facility), finance (Wells Fargo Center), and healthcare (BioMeriuex R&D
facility). Additionally, Powell's participation underscores the importance of engaging with various
industries and communities within his offices’ legislative agenda, making the tour more
comprehensive and impactful.

Micah Ketchel, as Chief of Staff to Rep. Mike Waltz, is invited to the Republican Main Street
Partnership field tour of Salt Lake City due to his influential role within the congressman's office
and his expertise in policy matters. His attendance ensures representation from Rep. Waltz's
office and facilitates networking opportunities with fellow Republicans and stakeholders.
Additionally, Ketchel's presence may enable discussions on pertinent issues affecting the district
and foster collaboration on legislative initiatives, especially regarding the diverse range of sites



visited during the tour, from industrial facilities like Nammo to research and development centers
like BioMeriuex.

Bryan Wheat, as Chief of Staff to Rep. Celeste Maloy, is invited to the Republican Main
Street Partnership field tour of Salt Lake City, Utah, due to his policy knowledge and unique
expertise on Utah-specific issues. His participation ensures a hyper-local perspective during the
tour, fostering constructive dialogue and potential collaboration between parties. Additionally,
Wheat's expertise may offer valuable insights into the diverse range of industries visited during
the tour, enhancing understanding and policy development for the issues impacting these
sectors.

Nick Hawatmeh, as Chief of Staff to Rep. Lisa McClain, is invited to the Republican Main
Street Partnership field tour of Salt Lake City, Utah, due to his role as a key figure in
Representative McClain's office and his potential to contribute valuable insights and
perspectives to the tour. His presence ensures representation from Rep. McClain's office and
facilitates networking and collaboration opportunities with other attendees, enhancing
communication and cooperation with various stakeholders in the Salt Lake City area.
Additionally, his participation aligns with the goals of the tour to explore and engage with diverse
industries and facilities, such as the Nammo facility, Wells Fargo Center, and BioMeriuex R&D
facility, as well as to experience the unique offerings of Park City, fostering a comprehensive
understanding of local economic and developmental dynamics.

Andrew Christianson, Chief of Staff to Rep. Dusty Johnson, is invited to the Republican
Main Street Partnership field tour of Salt Lake City, Utah, due to his role is chair of the Main
Street Caucus and his expertise in navigating legislative matters. His presence ensures that the
tour benefits from insight into policy priorities, particularly those relevant to the Republican Main
Street Partnership's agenda. Additionally, his attendance fosters valuable connections and
collaborations between congressional staff and stakeholders in the visited facilities, enhancing
communication and understanding between government and industry.
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